Szóbeli felvételi a speciális angol nyelvi osztályba

1, Beszélgetés a témakörök alapján
2, Rövid angol nyelvű szöveg olvasása, megértése, nyelvtani feladatok a
szöveg alapján
Témakörök:
1, My family, family relations
2, The place where I live
3, My school – subjects, teachers, students, life at school
4, Daily routine
5, Weekend programmes
6, Shopping – shopping facilities
7, When you were ill last …
8, Sports and activities
9, Hobbies and free time activities
10, Travelling by car, train and coach

Mintaszöveg feladatokkal:
The Great Fire
The Great Fire of London began in the early hours of Sunday September 2, 1666, in the shop
of King’s baker, Thomas Farynor. The blaze spread swiftly after sparks from the shop in
Pudding Lane fell on hay in the yard of an inn next door.
Within minutes the flames had reached the warehouse on the banks of the River Thames.
Many of these stored highly inflammable goods like oil, coal, wood for building.
By 8 a.m. the fire was halfway across old London Bridge. The Mayor of London arrived on
the scene and was asked for permission to pull down buildings in the path of the fire to stop
the flames. He hesitated, fearing he would be held responsible for the cost of the rebuilding.
By the time the order was finally given to start the demolition, it was too late – the fire was
out of control.
The blaze finally burned itself out after five days. By that time much of the city had been
destroyed, including more than 13,000 houses and 87 churches. Amazingly, only six people
were definitely known to have died in the flames.
1, What is the story about?
2, How many people died in the fire?
3, Ask yes-no question for the sentence underlined!
4, Put up a question for swiftly in the second line!
5, What is the synonym of swiftly?
6, Put late into comparative and superlative forms? Tell other examples!
7, ‘the order was finally given’ – what structure is it? When is it used? Put it future tense!

